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Dear Jim, 	 3/20/76 

Nothing important in this. Not even the fact that the paper is from the 
CIA, part of the packaging of those 1500 pages my student friend checked against the 
list to be certain nothing was omitted. 

I'm trying some new shoes out, the purpose bein to see how they feel with 
the weight of the legs resting on the heels. In the house,except in this position, 
some inexpensive canvas shoes, not sneaker, I bought in Memphis to rest my weary 
feet back in the motel room, have been most comfortable on the now tender feet. 
They are spongy and take up what jars the feet now and nevr did before. 

It was almost like summer here today. So, Having seen an add for potted 
evergreens at $1.49 each not much more than a mile away I asked Lil if she like some 
junipers to add privacy around the pool. Between some of the pines. She did, we got 
three and she suggested we try a new shoe store in that shopping center. Well, they 
had some shoes from roland of all places. Polish Hue Puppies. Nine bucks. Ligh=t-. 
weight real suede, it says in the store. 

The cyunter is stiffer than canvas, so I'm trying them out a little at a time. 
I don t know how prices are out there but these junipers are in gallon cans 

and are well-started. Cheap for around here. 

The two girls who came up with Floyd are exalted about those CIA records. 
So, they are anxious to go over them' all. I said if they want to they can, that I 
can't take the time now. 

I have no idea what is in those papers. The official list means little. So 
I suggested that we file them by the CIA inventory number and that as they read them 
they can make notes they can later type, by number, with a set to be cut and pasted 
by subject so that we can have two ways of locating what is in them. 

With this explanation, do you think you'd like a xerox whenever the job is done? 
It is all JFK assassination related and includes some of what they sent the 

Commission, what they got from it, etc. 
Weather is always news. We had summer today and are getting some Canada 

weather tonight. Forecast about freezing. That is not unusual for this time of the 
year bit the abruptness of the change is. It'll be about 500 . 

I'm going to be reading the Post in te AM with care on the CIA story AP had 
today, a little early from when I heard it on the radio for Sunday ems. If it is not 
among those records I've gotten, then there will be a question' of propaganda, which 
it is anyway. The Cuban thing is off and running again, aided and abetted by Schweiker. 
So, they 11 all make use of it now, each for his own purposes. The Brazilian Embassy 
speech is a fake and was then exposed as one. I had it in COUP but it had no place 
in Frame Up. 

If it is not among the records I'll get it, if you'd like a copy. 

Spring has to be here. I bought seeds this evening, with the depression over: 
801 a packet for a standard brand. Now when the coming storm is over I'll see about 
getting the ground worked up. 

Probably Zithers have done it but for me I'm trying an experiment: planting 
melons in peat pots in the house for transplanting. I used to do it with nail kegs 
filled with amnure and it worked well. So, I bought the manure, too. Lil doesn t know 
my scheme yet and won't until I'm sure the composted manure is orodless when wet. 

Best, 


